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THE DYNAMICS OF REAL EXCHANGE RATE AND FINANCIAL ASSETS OF PRIVATELY FINANCED 
CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICITS.' 

In the analysis of the lest few years' developments in the balance of payments 
in countries such as Mexico and the U. K. a claim commonly found is that current 
account deficit c . when associated with private sector dis savings should not be 
a reason for c ' ;ern . One of the arguments behind this claim is that, unlike 
public sector (. _ssavings -1. e . fiscal deficits - , those corresponding to the 
private sector should be in the long-run self-correcting. The reasoning is that 
the agents of the private sector are not going to ignore their ex-ante 
incertemporal budget constraint . This implies that they will eventually want to 
bring spending into line with their underlying asset and debt position . 

Claims along these lines are further substantiated by pointing out that, in 
some instances - e. g . Mexico, Denmark and Ireland- private dissav ings are inducing 
current account deficits, eVen though they occur simultaneously with reductions 
in public sector deficits. These latter reductions, on their own, would lead to 
current account surplus . An explanation of private sector dissavings more than 
compensating public sector savings is attributed t o the effect that fiscal policy 
has on the perceptions that the pdvace sector ~ . 3S about the medium- and long
term developments in the economy. That is, since fiscal contractions are 
considered by the private sector to be sustainable, they are perceived to lead 
to long-run reductions in public indebtedness . - See Giavazzi and Pagano (1990) 
and Hellwig and Neumann (1987). 

In this paper we deploy a model for understanding the behaviour of an open 
economy with an initial phase of its dynamiC trayectory characterized by 
reductions in fiscal deficits accompanied by more than compensating reductions 
in private surplus, thereby exhibiting privately - financed current account 
deficits . This model - which follows the modern version of the Mundell-Flemming 
approach- enables us to consider the evolution of the real levels of the exchange 
rate, interest rates, and of the level and composition of private sector wealth 
in an open economy exhibiting these peculiarities. 

The private sector in our model can hold money as well as domestic and foreign 
currency denominated non-monetary finanCial assets. In turn, its savings 
behaviour is interpreted as an adjustment of the stock of wealth to a long-run 
level desired by this sect.or . Non -zero savings by the private sector are linked 
to fiscal and current -account balances. In the model, the long - run equilibrium 
refers to a situation in which trade balance and interest revenue on foreign 
assets offset each other and consequently capital flows are zero. This implies . 

. 'Paper presented at the Xl Meeting of the Latin American Econometric 
Society . Mexico City. September 1-4 , 1992. 
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by construction, that its steady-state has two properties. First, as in t he 
papers by Dornbusch and Fischer (1980) and Krugman (1988), the levels of real 
exchange rate and of net holdings of foreign assets by the private sector are 
inversely related across steady states. Second, it can capture a mechanism 
t hrough which variations in the level of domestic public debt are related to 
changes in the real level of the exchange rate: as in the work by Sachs and 
Wyplosz (1984) , we allow fiscal unbalances to change the level of domestic 
public indebtedness and consider its implications for exchange rate dynamics. 

Due to these peculiarities of the model, we have , at the outset, the following 
t wo i mplications embedded in our analysis : 

On the one hand, stating that a long-run decrease in the real level of the 
cumulated sum of the domesticaly-financed fiscal deficits- i.e. of the level of 
domestic public indebtedness- is perceived as feasible by the private sector is 
tantamount to stating that a long - run real exchange rate appreciation is expected 
to take place. On the other hand, if ex-hy pothesis in the short run private 
sector dissaving more than compensates public sector savings, then an exchange 
rate appreciation must occur for the implied current account defiCit to be 
registered. These two implications, 1n turn, generate the follOwing question : 

How can both a short and long-run real exchange rate appreciation be 
possible , given the constraint requiring that long-run variations in interest 
earnings on foreign assets, resulting from a different net foreign asset positon 
of the economy, be matched with net exports at a post-disturbance steady state? 

The answer to this question, to be explored in this paper , is that the exchange 
rate must follow a dynamic trajectory such as to enable a sequence of current 
account deficits to be more than compensated by a sequence of current account 
surpluses , One possibility arises if there are no productivity gains in the 
tradable sector, This trajectory must imply that the convergence path of the real 
exchange rate to its new long - run equilibrium must have one characteristic: it 
cannot be monotonic, This "1111 be so because the initial exchange rate 
apreciation must be followed by a temporary sequence of an exchange rate 

. depreciated with respect to the pre-disturbance level. 

A further possibility, which is not going to be explored in this paper is the 
following one, A non-monotonic behavior of the exchange rate - 1. e , a depreciation 
alternating with an appreciation. would not be required if the model can capture 
productivity gains enabling, at the post-disturbance steady state, the export 
sector to have a more competitive performance, as well as a process leading the 
private sector to desire a lower long-run level of financial assets , 

Most existing analytical models with forward-looking expectations of exchange 
rate behaviour share the limitations of our model to address the second answer ,z 

Z Other models , for example the work by Kouri (1979) and (1982). Dournbusch 
(1988) and Serven (1990), do not include the issues raised in this paper, but 
address part of the second answer by modelling the relationship between 
investment and movements in the real level of the exchange rate. 
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In addition, due to the reduced size of their dynamic oyetem, they are ill 
equipped to consider the first answer as wel13 and to explicitly coneider the 
evolution of the ai.e of the private .ector financial portfolio. 

Our paper analyses the first poa.ibility in a analytically tractable model and, 
in the procese, .. n&.bl •• U8 to gain in.ight of the functioning and required 
extenaiol'!a of the modern vereion of a stock- flow model within the Mundell
Flemmil'!g tradition . 4 

The remaining part of thia paper ia divided into three sactions. 

In section It we pre.ent the model, diecuss it. dynamic structure and the 
aquations which determine the .teady-state or long-run aolution. 

In aection III we analyse the characteristics of the long-run equilibrium of 
the model and opecify and interpret the conditione under which the long-run 
equilibrium ot the model has the laddle-point propertie. required owing to the 
forward-looking nature of expectations about exchange rate movements. 

On the ba ••• of th ••• characteristic. w. analy •• , in section IV, the way in 
which a change in domeltic public indebtedne •• is related to the real lev.la of 
the exchange rate and the net stock ot privately held financial aaaets. 

We finally examine the . response that ahocks to the syatem would have on the 
ahort-run or impact level. ot exchange and int.rest rat... W. diecuss the 
characteristics ot the dynamic trajectory to the n_ steady-state and explail'! ... hy 
a I'!on-monotonic convergence path would be registered with the problem addr •• ed 
in thia paper. 

3It ie a common procedure to rely on a dynamiC ay.tem with l •• s thaI'! three 
dynamic equations. This procedure rules out, by construction, a non-monotol'!ic 
behavior of the .xchange rate. Thi. follows because ot the forward-looking 
aasumption about exchange rat. movemente. Du. to thia aeeumption the modell must 
exhibit eaddle-point characteristics. That ia, aeeociated to a non-pred.termined 
or 'jump' variable there mu.t b. one unstable root in the dynamic oystem. The 
influence of this root ie neutralized - by means of a tran.veraality condition
thereby constraining the aystem to lie on the stable manifold. (Cfr. Buiter 
(1984» • 

4Ther• ie an additional problem, not explicitly addr.ssed 
A non-monotonic mov.m.nt in exchange rat. which, ex-hypothe.i., 
the private .ector could alter the country-riak 8ince an 
depr.ciation following an apppreciation ie for •••• n to happen. 

in thia paper. 
ie tor •••• n by 
exchange rate 
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11.1 Sp.cif i caei oD af eh •• ad.l. 
a) Expectational Variables and Flow relationships; 

e"' (de/de) / e 

y·C+G+X-Z 

c· Cyy- C~T. C"N+ C,).. (de/ de) / ,,+ CrZ· C,.F+ C· 
Cy.Cf'"C,,> 0; c •• C. > 0 I C<~O 

c) FinAnciAL MArk.t •• 

d) Dynamie Equations, 

(l) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6 ) 

(7 ) 

(8 ) 

(9) 

( 10) 

( 11) 

(de/del/e' - p,l-[p,+(H.lHr l]F-l op,e+ [(l/Hr l.p,]h (14) 

dh.Q (G+r.,b+ rb.-n (15) 
de 
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Expect.tional Variables and Flow Relationships: 
Our analysis is baaed on a portfolio mod .. l for a small open economy 

repressnt .. d by thes. fifteen equations plus on. constraint on th .. valu .. of Q in 
(15), to b. describ.d b .. 10w in our discussion about the composition of fiscal 
deficit financed with mon .. y. Th .. consistency betw .... n stock-flow relationships is 

. stressed and forward-looking expectations about exchange rate movements is 
assum .. d . All variabl ... r .. pr •• ent deviation. from pre-disturbance situations, 
except ~ho •• with subscript "0" which denote pre-disturbance levala. 

Expected mOvements in the real lavel of the exchange rate, ee, are a •• umed to 
b. ration.l, in th .. s.n.e of b.ing self-fulfilling, b.caus .. of the assumption of 
perfect foreeight. This is represented by (1). Th .. ~erm on th .. right-h.nd side 
of this equation stand. for th .. actual rat. of chang. in the real l .. vel of the 
exchange rate, represented by tha, variable e. 

Equation (2) is th .. conv .. ntional good. mark.t equilibrium condition .tating 
that, in deviation. from the pre-disturbance Situation, the real lavel of GOP, 
Y, mu.t b. "qual to the aum of de. ired private axpenditura, C, publi.c 
expenditure, a, and net export., X - Z. In turn, the lev.l of nat exports, a. 
repres .. nt.d by (3), i. specified aa a function of the r.al lav.l of domestic GOP 
and of the r.al level of the exchang .. rat ... 

By means of equation (4) we postulate a linearised private expenditure 
function d .. p.nding on the lev.l. of dispe.able income anc1 aelume that th .. 
prop.naity to conium. out of the three compenenta of private di.penible incom .. -
GDP, ta"aa, ~, int .. r •• t earninga, N, and capital qaina - do not differ from each 
other. The r.al lavela of financial wealth, F, and of the' doma.tic interest 
rat., r, are a180 among ita det.rminant •• We have addec1 the term C'. Thi. allows 
ua to r.pre •• nt non-perman.nt autonomous change. in the l .. v.l of private 
expenditure with re.p.ct to it. pr.-di.turbance lavel. 

Th. variable N, d.fined a. the r.al level of interest r.venue On non-monetary 
financial as.ets, which are .. ithar gov.rnment banda, b, or for.ign a ••• t.,l, is 
repr .... nted by (5). In t.urn, ro·' which r.pre •• nt. the pr.-disturbanc. re.l l .. vel 
of the foreign int.r •• t rate, i. a •• um.d fixed. The financial ...... t. are 
op .. cified in real term. by deflating th.ir nominal value (e"pr ..... d in dom ... tic 
currency) by the proc1ucer'. price index. A •• "plain .. d below, dome.tic price 
Chang ... ar. a •• um.d away, hence capital qain. and 10 •••• due to a ••• t pric .. 
change. are only tho •• repre.ented by lo(de/dt)/e. 

Our main conc .. rn i. the dynamic ac1ju.tm.nt path of an open economy with an 
initial pha.e at its tray.ctory charact.ri:ed by a public .ector having a surplus 
accompani.d by a more than compen.ating reduction in private surpluI, th.reby 
exhibiting privat",ly-tinanced curr.nt account deficit.. We are particularly 
concerned with capturing the financial .. ff.ct. at fi.cal policy when changes in 
the lev.l of dome.tic-currency gov.rnment banda are axplicitly considered, but 
not in a pr.d.terminec1 way. In ord.r to simplify the dynamic. of a .y.te ... capable 
at capturing the •• ~tfect., w. concentrate on the ca •• in which the .. conomic 
authoriti •• , in the ev.nt of a variation of private expenditure engage in an 
activ. u.e of public exp.nditure to .. nsure that the r.al lev.l of aggr.gate 
damand ramaina constant. Thi. assumption i9 stat .. d by (6). It impli •• that the 
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variable Y, which represents deviations of GOP from its pr@- di&turbance l evel, 
is zero because i~ is the composition , but not the level of aggregate demand 
which changes. r~ also implies that pressurea on ~he domestic price level due to 
excess-demand for good. are ruled out by assumption. 

Moreover. this simplification allowe for a dynamic specification with a deaired 
property. in contrast to the policy rule postulated by other authors. S ours 
implies that the size of the fiscal deficit along the trajectory to a new long- . 
run equilibria is not exogenously specified. 

On the other hand, sinea we are not interested on the potential source of 
instability associated with the domestic cl;,bt service component, we assume that 
the government incr.a .... itl flow l ',enue by means of lump-Bum tax ... to pay for 
the additional intereat payments. That is, T is a lWllp-sum ta.x which ia 
determined according to (7). 

Our .et of assumption. ia useful to simplify the algebra. It enaurea that 
changes in private dispolable income c'an be due only to two effects. The first 
ia chang •• in the real flow of interest earnin9s on a •• ets d.nominated in foreign 
currency and the other is variationa in the real level of these assat. dus to 
movements in the rasl exchange rate. 

To analyse the 10n9-run and dynamic properties of the model wa consider the 
caea of a temporary change in the autonomously determined component of private 
ekpenditure. Viz. a non-permanent pOlitive value of C'. This component is 
determined at a value of zero .xcept for a temporary periOd. at the initial phaa. 
of a dynamic trajectory, in which it acquires a positive value. Notice that. 
accordin9 to our equation (6) this change in private expenditure takea place 
s ; ~ultaneu.ly with a fi.cal surplus, by means of which public debt is withdrawn. 
" "en the autonomous component C· r.turns to it. initial value of zero, the fiscal 
budget and the current account remain unbalanced until the intrineic dynamice 
of ohe system lead the economy to a new 10n9-run equilibrium -provided that the 
required aaddle- point properties are fulfill.d. 

Financial narkeest 
In order to con.ider current account unbal~nce. financed exclusively by the 

private sector. we as.ume that the public sector neither finance. its deficit 
with forei9n indebtedne •• nor holds forei9n a •• et.. If ex0genou.ly determined. 
foreign financin9 to the public sector ,an easily be incorporated. Their 
explicitly exlusion is analyticaly advantageou •• It enables u. to repre.ent the 
diBcrepancy between the variation in the level of the net stock of a.sete to ba 
held by the private sector and the change in the level of foreign ••• ets •• the 
counterpart of the financing of the fi8cal deficit. 

5 Sa :h. and Wyploez (1984) and Giava~~i et. al. (~985) for example, a •• ume 
that the 90vernment closes an exog.onou.ly 9iven. fisca . ficit a.t a given rate, 
brin9in9 ite debt to a previously determined tar9'" lsvel. Their rule .s 
specified, in our notation, a. db/dt· m(b' - b). Where b', the target l.vel, and 
mare ex0genou.ly d.termined param~ter •• 
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Equality (8), which states that finsncial weslth is equal to the sum of ita 
component a- namely money, h, bonds and foreign-currency denominated aUet8- holda 
at any point in time. The demand for money ·is represented aa a function of GOP. 6 
of the domestic intereat rste and of the real level of wealth. The money marKet 
equilibrium condition is therefore gi.ven by (9). In our analysis two of the 
argument. of the demand for money change accros steady-atatea. The •• are the real 
levels of private sector wealth and of the "domestie interest rate. 

Risk-premium is represented 'in (10) by p. Thi .. equation (10) is deduced from 
a portfolio-balanced model specification following Sachs and Wyploaz (1984). The 
procedure, a. described in the appendix of this paper, ia b'l8ed on a 
linearization of the equations of s portfolio balanced model, obtaining the ri8k 
premium aa a function of the relative levela of the foreign and domeetic
currency denominated non-monetary aaset •• F and h app.ar in (10) instead of b by 
mean. of (8). 

The long-run levels of the domestic intereat rate change when the lavels of 
foreign intere.t rate and/or wh.n the risk-premium change. During the transition 
to a new lonq-run equilibrium, the level of dom •• tic interest rate is alao 
determined by the expectationa of exchange rate movements in sucn a way aa to 
fulfill the covered inter.at rate parity condition, as specified by (11). 

Dynamic Equationsl 
Variation. in the lev.l of foreign asaeta at a paint in time are, aa it is 

reprea.nt.d by (12), induced either by an unbalanced curr.nt account or by the 
r.valuation at existing aa.et. d.nominat.d in foreign currency. 

We have explicitly incorporated a numb.r of assumptions in order to identify 
variation. in privata disposable incom. with only two of its components, namely 
intere.t .arning .. on tor.ign a .... t. and capital gain. an<:l 10 •••• due to exchange 
rat. movementa . subtracting from the flow at private disposable income the fl ow 
of private expenditure we get an aggregate which correspon<:ls to the change, at 
a point in time, at the deman<:l for the n.t stock of privately held financial 
assets, <:Ir/dt. This ia r.pre.ent.d by equation (13).7 

In or<:ler to <:I.duc. the dittar.ntial .quation which specifi •• how are changes 
in the exchange rate determined, w. u •• the money market equilibrium condition 

6 Notice that it is .xplicitly assume<:l that the deman<:l for money is not a 
function of the flow at interest rev.nu. on non-monetary financial a ... eta. Some 
authors -e.g. Fr.nk.l and Razin (1987) have inclu<:l.<:I thia variable •• one of the 
argum.nt. of the deman<:l for money, thereby a<:lding a further mechanism through 
which a fiacal expan.ion aff.cts the market exe ••• deman<:l for money. 

7Notice that, .th. following relationships hold. -and can be deduced from 
( 12), (13) and (2): 

Public <:Ieficits are financed by domestic-currency denominate<:l bond. or by money . 
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(9) together with the covered intereat lte parity conditio n (1 1) - Ex-hypothe5is 
thea. two equations hold at ar.y point in time along the eranaition between an 
initial point after a shock ocurred and a new long-run equUibrium. Using 
equation (1) to substitute for e t in (11) and solving for r with the resulting 
equation, we can r.atate (9) by (14). 

As will be discussed below, in thi. m-::~el the long-run money market e ·· .lib.-ium 
must be conaistent with a level of intereat rate determined by the int .. . e ·' t rate 
parity condition repre.ented by (11), when expected movement a of the exchange 
rate are zerO . For thi' requi: 'J",ent to be fulfilled, the assWlled behav i.; ur of the 
monetary authorities must accc ~-::ingly be modelled, given that the domestic pr ice 
~evel cannot ,:ake the rol of the a _.: sting variable. We therefore aa.ume a 
behavior for the monetary authoritie' which en,urea that long- run changes in 
the demand for money are accommodated. 

That i', the long deviation, of the supply of money with reapect to a 
pre-disturbance level becomes one of the variable. endogenously determined by the 
model. How can thi' property of be incorporated into our model? 

To anewer this question we first notice that, along the transition to a new 
long-run equilibrium, a fi,cal defic4 0 . 3 financed with money and government 
bonda . A.suming, a' in equation (15), that the public sector finance. a ahare , 
e, of its fiscal deficit with money, enables us to have, in the long-run, the 
required accomodating monetary policy. It will be shown that this ia so, provided . 
that this ,hare is equal to the proportion of total change in money with respect 
to the cWllulative SUIII of fiscal deficits re,ulting in the long- run. That is, _ _ 
equal in the long-run to the coefficient h/(h+b)- which reeulte a magnitude . 
determined by the parameters of the model ~' 

It is worth pointing- out that thie a.eulllption doe. not preclude money market 
disequilibria neithe~ during the transition to a ne' long-run equilibrium nor at 
the moment that a ehock to the ay'tem occurs • . A change ' 'in the level of the 
supply of money do •• not nece •• arily coincide with a vaciation in the demand for 
money at the point in time in which the Change in .upply occur.. In addition, 
this aasumption ha. the pcoperty of allowing u. to con.ider, within an 
analytically tcactable fcamework , tho •• case. in which a con'tant price deflator 
of the money supply i. consietent with a money market equilibrium condition . 6 

a We tollc tlih procedure in ordar to avc '.d an i88ue highlighted by 
Braneon and Buit, (1983) . Namely, when the nominal _~vel of tha money suppy is 
a •• umed con.tant, the long- run level of the domestic price level muet change as 
a re,ult of a policy action which induc •• a variation in one of the arguments of 
the ~ ,ey demand function. 
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Hr 
~--'-:-,...,..l r ' 
(1·P2H r) 

( 110.) 

(Sa) 

(14.0 ) 

(12.) 

(13.) 

Aero •• ste.dy-st.te. the domeetic level of interest rate move. only if either 
the risk premium Or the level of the foreign intere.t r.te ch.nge •• This i. given 
by (lla), and follow. from the intereat parity condition and from the poatulate 
that, in ste.dy-state, the level of exch.nge rate ia expected to remain conatant. 
In turn, the level of foreign-currency denomin.ted fin.ncial aa.et. must be 
conaistent with th • . r.lation.hip determining the components of fin.nci.l wealth, 
hence w. h.ve equ.tion (8.). 

In addition to these two relation.hip., we have three equations more for the 
. steady-st.te solution of the model. Thes. follow from consider ing (d./dt), 
(dr/dt), and (dl/dt) to be all equal to zero . 

For a · const.nt long-run lev.l of the exch.nge rate, -i.e. de/dt equ.l zero
equation (14) provide. u. with the money m.rket equilibrium condition (14.). In 
turn, for a conatant level of foreign aa.ets and of exchange r.te, equation (12) 
becomea a r.lation8hip which stat8S that the current account must be balanced, 
from this rel.tion.hip w .. deduc .. (120.). 

Finally , on .. of th .. characteristic. of th .. steady Btate is that the net stock 
of priv.t.ly held fin.nci.l a .... ts av.il.bl. in the .yatem mu.t coincid. with the 
long-run de.ired level. Thi. condition i8 repre.ented by equation (130.) which 
follow. from (13), for the ca.e in which the flow of real s.ving. i, equal to 
zaro .. 

The long-run equilibrium c.n be .n.ly.ed On the ba.i. of a .y.tem with five 
r .. duced form equ.tions, for • given lev.l of governm.nt bond., b, foreign 

• inter •• t r.te, r , .nd initial l.vel. of for .. ign •••• t holding., 10, Th ••• five 
equ.tions - (110.). (a.). (12.). (130.) .nd (140.) solve for the equilibrium values 
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of the nat stock of priv~tely h@ld financial aseet., FI the real exchange rate, 
e, the level of a.seta denominated in foreign currency, 1, the suPply of money, 
h, and the level of the dome.tic interest rate, r. 

IIt.1 ADaly.i. of the Steady-atate Characteristic. of the Model. 
Stock-flow Relationships. 

The s~eady-stat. of the model has a numb.r of characteristics ,rth 
mentioning . One of them is that capital gaine and lo •• ee are z.ro the _ 
component C· -the variations in the autonomOU8 component of private .xp.~ .4ture 

ia constrained to b. z.erO. Hence, liiIubatitutinq for r in the consumption 
function (4) and using (13a) to .olve for F, we get the following equation 
determining the variations in the level of coneumption across st.ady-.tatea: 

c- r; '.1 +1.9) 

This .quation statea that the long-run prop.naity to .pend out of dispooab1e 
income is on8 . That is, acr08a steady-atate. changes in private expenditure muat 
be .qual to the changes in the level of private disposable income. Ex-hypothesis 
interest earninqa on foreiqn a •• et:. are the only determinant of change. i n 
di.poaable income. GOP is constant throughout the analysi. and variation. in 
inter •• t earnings on government bonda Are taxed away. 

We apecified the model in such a way that throughout the analyeis, including 
tho' st.ady state, the level of GOP does not diff.r from its pr.-disturbance 
l.vel. Hence '{ in (2) equala zero. Thi. result can be considered to be the 
counterpart of the policy r, a for public expenditure Itated by (6). Thie pollcy 
rule can al.o be interpret.d a. Itating that the change. in the lev.l of public 
expenditure across .teady .tat •• will be zero if the changes in the level of 
consumption are of the eame magnitude_, but of opposite .. ign to the changes i n oa t 
export •• 

Con.ider now the function repre.enting the long-run desir.d l.vel of the na t 
.tock of privately held financial ..... t. - i.e. equation (13a). Th. fo110~, oq 

~plications can be deduced from this rel.tionship: 

Fir.t, due to the "diepo.able income eff.ct", the private ... ctor will demand 
a high.r l.vel of financial wealth in tho.e ca .... in which intere .. t earnlng. on 
the stock of foreign asseta incr.ase. Moreover, there is a giv.n .tock-C o~ 

relationahip betw.en the net .tock of financial aa •• t. held by the private .ector 
and ita diapo.able income, for tho.e case. in which the level of the doma.tlc 
interest r.te i. not affacted. Thi. -relationship ia: 

F (l-Clf) ----::;,..,..-
C C. 

Second, a cateria paribus p.rmanent d.cr •••• in the real lavel of intere .. t rate 
-e.g. ·becau"e of ·a lower riak-premium- induces a r.duction in the lonl/-run 
desired level of the net stock of priv.tely held financial a .... t •• That i., due 
to the "real inter •• t rat. effect" exclusively, the d.sired lev.l of financial 
w&ilth will be lower. 

An insightful way to analy.e which one of the.e two .ff.cts dominates, aa well 
a. other charact.ristics of our model, is to con,ider the way in which a change 
in the cumulativ. sum of fi.cal deficit. -i.e. (b+h)- ia related to the riak-
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premium and to other endogenous variable8 of the model . This analysis is 
preseneed next . 

Here, we point-out an interesting characteristic of the model: in the general 
case in which the domestic level of intarase rata changea in reaponae to a 
diferent risk-premium, a par ... te.r determine. a stock-flow relationship bat;ween 
the net .tock of financial Asaet. held by the private .ector and its diaposable 
income. Thi. relationship will be shown to be: 

F' -. 
C 

Where the parameters ~ and Q will be deduced below. 

Effects of Dome.tic Public Indebtedness on the Levels of ehe Net Stock of 
Privately Held Financial Assets and of the Exchange raee 

Consider the money market equilibrium condition (14a), ueing (lla) we can d@duce 
that thie market cleare when the variation in the long-run level of the dome.tic 
inter@st rate ie given by: 

(11a· ) 

This relation.hip implie. a compatibility requirement. Namely, that the level of 
intereat rate at which the money market clear. mu.t not differ from the level 
determined by the intere.t rate parity condition repre.ented by (11a). Thie 
conaiateney is achiev@d by means at a reetriction to the share of the fiacal 
deficit which, on the traneition to the at.ady state, is financed with money. 
That i., it is by meane of a conetraint on the value at Q in equation (15) that 
the variable h, which represents the deviationa of the supply of mon@y with 
respect to a pr@-diaturbance level, become. an endogenouely determined variablea 
which fulf ·ille the mencioned compatibility requirement. 9 The conatraint to the 
value at Q i. given by: 10 

(17) 

9Notice that the long-run solution allow. ue to have h determl.qad by b In 
a direct t ·Ortll. With this relation. nip we can ldentify the ahare of money in the 
cummulative aum of fiacal deficit -i.e h/(h+b)- a. a co@fticient given by the 
parametar. at the mo~el. 

10Frol1l the finanCing rule of the public aector (15) the long-run mon@y 
supply f"nc:tion can be deduced to beh-Q(b+h). in turn, given the demand for 
monay and the money market equilibrium condition (14) it i. po.aible to aolva 
for Q ae a function of the parameter. at the modal. 
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where: 11 

andt 

~._( (1-C.)r~-Crp,+(CrP2·2) ) 

(C.+C,p,-C,p,.,) - (l-C .• ) r~+CrPI 
(lS) 

With a flexible exchange-rate regime and current account deficits financed by 
the private sector exclusively, the variations in the level of the supply of 
money and of government bond. occur .s a re.ult of unbalanced fiscal budgets. 
This implies that the sum of change. in government bonds and money, (b + h), must 
neces.arHy correapond to the cumu~ . ~ SUIII of fiscal deficits along the 
transition between the pre-disturbance "'1 .. ~libriUIII lIituation and the new long-run 
equilibrium. 'Z 

We can restate our equations (Sa), (lla), (12a), (130.), .nd (140., a. follows, 
in order to present our model in term. of effects attributed to the long-run 
implication. of the total sequence of fi.cal unbalance., 

"We represent the parameters ., ~nd .Z with a positive value. For thi. to 
be the case, the following inequality must hold. 

(l+Htp.) > 0 

Thill inequality is included becau.e of ita implicationa for the equation 
determining the expected rate of variation ,n the level of the exchange rate. It 
en.urea that an initial increa.e in the .u~ply of money re.ulting from an open 
market operation induce an instantaneous decline of the dome.tic interest rate 
and an expected aprscLation of the exchange rate. 

'2By con.truction, change. in the real value of financial a •• et. by mean. 
of inflation are eliminated. 
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r~- { 
H.Il - Q 

H ) , (b+h)+c' 

h.a (boh) 

e.-(~)F+(~) (b +h) 
X.-Z. X.- Z. 

F'~ (b.h) P<l 

( l lb) 

(8b) 

(1 4b ) 

(Ub) 

(1 3b) 

We concentrate on those cae •• in which the level of foreign intere.t raee is 
constant - i.e . r- in (llb) is aaaumed to b. zero. Hence, long-run reduetion. in 
the level of the dome.tic intere.t rate ara atributtad axelueiva ly t o the sm .. ll er 
r i.sk-prem i um implied by a reduction in dome.tic public i ndebt.ednea., vi. z., 
,eductiona in (b+h). 

Given tha dem .. nd for money and the finanoing rule ot the public sector -&. 10 

is ,epre.ented by (15)- we can restate tha monay markat equilibrium (14a) by 
(14b) providad Q is given by the valua stated by (17) . - A constraint we h av e 

imposed to the financing beh.viour of the public sector. 

Equ .. tion (S.) indicate. that tha long- run lavel of tha net stock of privat ely 
hald financial a.sete must be equal to the sum ot ita components. Uaing t o ,. 
equation we can subatituta tor (1 + 1

0
.) in (120.) in order to re.tat. i t 0 ·( 

( 12b) • 

Equation (13b) follow. from (130.) after a number of substitutions and for 4 

value of beta, which will b. shown to b. equal to (18). With (lJb) wa can raetao. 
(8a) by (8b). 

When stocke and flows -that i. F and C- mova in tha same direction it i . 
infer .. d th.t tha di_pos.ble income effect on the demand for net stoek of 
financial a.set. i. not outw.ighted by the real intare.t rat. effect . Whether 
this will b. the c .... dep.nds ·on the value of ~ i n (13b), to b. dhcus.ed 
below. 13 

The value of ~ in equation (13b) ie negative in thoea c ..... in which the above 
di.cuaaed disposable income effect dominat... th.. inter ... t rate effact on tha 
demand for the nat stock of privately held financial a .. aets. Thi .. will ba tha 
c a .. a in which domastic and foreign non-monetary a.sats ara clo.a or vary clo.e 

13Notica that stock-flow relation.hip batwaan tha nat stock of financial 
a •• ats held by tha privata sector and it. di.po.abla ineoma can ba rap resented 
by ~/r·(~-l) . 
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aub.titutee in private por t t o lio- A case captured, in this model with lower 
values of p en the equation deterr cning risK premium, namely (10). On t he other 
hand, in tho ... ca .... in which" re ouction i n public indebtedness i nduces reduce' .. 
the dome .. tic cntere.t rat. to such an extent aa to outweight disposable income 
effects, ~ will be positive . 

To deduce ~ he va " ., " of ~ in equation (Ub), we first use equations ( l1a), (12 a) 
and ( 14a) to solve ror the l evel .. di.po.able income and interest rat. in equation 
(13a) -which determin •• the level of the net stocK at privat.ly held financial 
as .. et •. From this .ubstitution we get: 

( UC) 

The r.sulting equation tog.ther with the relation .. hip d.termining a balanced 
current account - equation (12b) - con .. titute a semi-reduced form system o f t~o 

.quations determining the equilibrium valuee of e and F, for given value. of the 
cumulativ. sum of fiscal d.ficit. (b + h). In order to con.i.d.r how are t :-.e 
variable. F and (b+h) r.lated, w. uee thes. two .quation .. to get . 

F--( (l-Cw) r;-C, p,+ ( C,p,II , ) ) (b+h) 
( C.,+CrPa,-CrP'.l) - ( l-C,y) r ; "'CrPt 

( 13d) 

Consider now.quation (12b) . From this .quation and (13b) followa that, for 
value. at pl ••• than on., the .tt.ct at a reduction in long-run dom •• tic publcc 
ind.bt.dnes., is a real .xchange rate appreciatcon,-i.e. (b + h) i. positively 
related with e . In turn, the condition ensuring a value of P 1.s. than one ca: 

( 19) 

In the app.ndix we identify this condition among the saddle-point requiremen t s 
at the model. That ia, among the condition. which d.termine that the model has 
only one un.table root, th.reby .neuring the stability of the system. 

Notice that when this condition hold., the denominator at P in (18) is posit i v •. 
The sign at the num.rator, in turn, ia det.rmined by the paramet.rs r.pre~.nting 
the d ,,, ree of aa.et aubstitutability -i.e the p. That is, value of ~ i . .... gativa 
tor r.lativ. low value. at p . 

A Graphical Analysis 
From our analy.ia follow. that the etf.ct at a reduction in long-run dom •• tic 

public indebtedn.". i. a real .xchange rate appreCiation. we now rely on a 
graphical analyai. ,. to con .. ider its ett."t" on the net stocK at privately held 
tinancial a •• et • • 

Equation (llc) can be con.idered to be a relationship d.terminina t he 
combination at long-run equilibrium l.v.ls at e and F at which the available 
level ot the n.t stocK at privately h.ld tinancial a .... t. i .. . equal to t he 
long- run desired level by the private •• ctor.- For given value. at (b + h). In 
turn, re-arranging t.rm., .quation. (12b) can be r.pr.sented by . 
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(l2c) 

By means of equation (12c) loIe represene the schedule EE. This schedule 
determines the combination of long-run equilibrium values of e and F for which 
the currene account is balanced. -For given values of (b + h). The slope of the 
EE schedule is unambiguosly negative , as it is represented in Fig 1 . 

Figure 1 

In figure 1 loIe also represene, using (13c ) . 
t he FF schedule as a negatively sloped 
relation. We concentrate on the Case in which 
the slope of the FF is negative . We follow 
these procedure because, as ie is shown in the 
appendil(, t he sufficient conditions for the 
saddle-point stability conditions of the model 
are fulfilled. The two conditions determining a 
negaeively sign slope represent cases in which 
either non-monetary assee. are perfect: 
substitutes or the degree of i mperfect 
substitutability is moderate , the •• are: 

-~, < - ( l - C.)/C,l r; 

C. 
~ <--, C, 

(20) 

(21) 

These conditions establish a limit for the sensitivity of parameeers IoIhich 
determine how ehe risk-premium on domestic assees changes when the composition 
of assets in the portfolio changes. Hence we define, based first on (20) , cases 
w·ith a low degree of imperfect asset substitueabUity as those in which the 
parameter represeneing the sensitivity of the risk -premium to the variations in 
the level of government bonds in the portfolio, PZ' i s smaller than another 
paraJlleter. This latter parameter is given by the inverse of the parcial 
derivative of the long-run desired net stock of privately held finanCial assets 
with respect to the real level of the domestic interest rate, IoIhich is equal to 
-C./C,. 

In turn, condition (21) enables uS to establish an upper limit for the absolute 
value of the sensitiVity of the risk-premium to changes in the level of foreign 
assets, -Pl' This limit can be specified in terms of partial derivatives of the 
l ong - run desired level of the net seock of privately held financial assets and 
of the foreign level of interese rate . 

The absolute value of slope of the FF schedule is smaller than corresponding one 
of the EE schedule -as it is represented in figure 1 - , IoIhen the following 
i nequality holds: 

C".C rPa-C rP2«t 

(l-CN) r;-C,p, > 1 (22) 

!Jhen ( 21) holds the denominator of inequality ( 22) i s positive. hence t his 
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lateer inequality can be reseated aa, 

( C, / C,,) (p,.p,) - (C,p,Il,/C,,) ) [(l-C.) r;/C"J -1 02a) 

The left-hand side of inequality (22&) hall a p08itive value . 14 In turn, the 
righe-hand side haa a negaeive value, since a sufficient condition for ehi8 to 

g ehe ca8e is (19), a 8tability requirement which we assume to hold. 
, cording to equations (12c) and (13c) both schedule. shift to the left "hen ehe 
Jlative sum of fiacal deficits ,crease •• l .nsider an initial point A in 

figure 1. For the 8ize of the ahift of the FF schedule to be larger in abaolute 
macmitud than the size of the shift of the EE achedule, and h"nce for the r 'w 
long-run equilibrium to be at point C in the figure, the following requiremene 
muat be fulfilled 1S , 

(32) 

substituting for ~1 and ~2 aa atated in (17) and aimplifing terms, the.e 
requirement can be repre.ented by: 

p, < - [( ~') 1 , (32a) 

By mean. of (20) an upper limit for the senaitivity of ri.k-premium to the 
chan~3 ; en dome.tic ·currency denominated aa.etll waa specified . In addition of 
ohi. cO:ldition, (32a) i. satisfied, prov , ded that the following inequality holds 
as well: 

- (H.lH,) < (-c.lc,) 
(25) 

This condition, as shown in the appendix, constitutes one of the requirements 
ensuring that the long-run equilibrium of the model haa the required 8&ddle-point 
characteriatics. 

In order to conaider the sign of ~ in equation (lS) we firatly point-out that 
the ~nominator of thia parameter ia positive in those case. in which the alope 
of 1 .s FF schedule ia smaller in abaolute value than the slope of the EE 
scr . . ,,,ule. Hence, after re-arranqing "erm., we get that the combination of 
parameters which imply that the var ' .. ~ _"II F and (b+h) are neqatively related 
acrose steady-.tat •• i.1 

14The parameter determining the sen.itivity of the risk-premium to 
variations in the level of foreign a •• et., P" ia negative and greater in 
at ·· cute value :han p'z the parameter related to variation. in the level of 

"' .. .. romen" bond •• 

1SWhen non-monetary a".ets are ~ 'ect substitute. it is only the FF 
schedule which .hifts. 
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(H) 

This inequality can be re-expressed by: 

- P, ( - «l-CN) IC, ] I~ ( l.H,p,) (Ha) 

Comparing (21) with (24a) we can infer that the h.tter require. a lower 
genaitivity of risk-premium than the former one, ainc. che combi.nation of 
paramet.r. HrPl -although leas than one in absolute terms- ha. a n.gativ •• ign. 

W. conclude that the value of ~ i n (18) il negative when non-monetary aasets are 
not such imperfect substitute a so as to violate condition. (240.) or (20) . In 
the •• case. changee in the r.al l.v.l of domestic public indebtedness and the 
variation. in the real level of the n.t stock of privately h.ld financial aS8e~a 
are negative related acro.s steady statea . ThAt i., the "income .ff.ct~ on the 
demand for financial wealth by the private •• ctor dominat •• the "interaat r .. ~e 
effect". 

111.3 I.pact ezchaaqe rate adju.t.eat. re.ultiaq fro. private di •• eyiag. cwa
coatractioaary fi.eal poliei •• • 

A curr.nt account deficit will be regiatered .v.n if there is a fiscal aurplu., 
provided that, aa a r •• ult of the shock to the syetam, the level of exp.nditure 
a! the private s.ctor is great.r than it. di.posabl. income and in addit i on 
private .xpansion outweight8 public contraction in aggregate demand . 1~hat is, 
provided privata di.saving outw.ight. public .ector saving. 

Wh.n the ex chang. rate is fl.xible, an initial current account d.ficit muat be 
the counterpart of an impact eXChange rate appr.ciation and of a capital account 
surplUS. In turn, the incipi.nt capital inflow. which l.ad the capital account 
of the balance of paymente into a eurplus must correspond to the financing of the 
private .ector di •• aving which doe. not have ••• counterpart the fi8Cal surplus . 

A point to b. atr •••• d ie that th ••• incipi.nt capital inflow. - which are due 
to the d •• ir. by the private •• ctor to chang. the compo.ition of it. financial 
portfolio- are induc.d by the b.haviour of forward-looking agent • • That ia, the 
re.ulting movem.nt. of the exchanga rate are dependent of what agent. for •••• a& 
the tran.itional and long-run affect. of the .hock. to the economy . Because of 
the forward- looking nature of this b.havior, r.flect.d in the financ i al markets, 
th.movements in the l.v.l of the exchange rat. ara identified with tho.e of the 
non-predet.rmin.d or "jumping" variable of the mod.l. H.nce, aa it is ilustrated 
in figure. 1 and 2 , wh.n an unfors.en shock occur., the lev.l of exchange rate 
exhibit. an initial diacret. jump, from A to S, to a point on the saddle- path 
tray.ctory, th.re.fter mov •• continuou.ly until the economy reach •• its new 
long-run equilibrium. Moreover, becau •• of the charact.ristic. of the non
predet.rmined variable., the initial diacrete jump at the .xchang. rate will take 

16This follows from the goods market equilibrium condition. 
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plaee even in thoBe ca8@S In whi c h the shock. hay. net taken place yet, but the 
~newa· of their f uture occurr~nce arrive . 

An exchange rate appreciat4 ~n can happen together with either an increase or a 
fAll in the level of domestic interest rate, depending on the expected direct i on 
of the move~ent of the exchange rate. Thi. follow, from the covered int.rest rate 
parity condit i on, ae it ia repre.ent.d by (11) . How.ver, the movement a in the 
dom.aeic le· l of interest ru." mu.t alao be con.i.tent with ~he cl •• ring 
proc ••• in tn. money mar . ~t. 

Th.refor., short- t.rm movementa in the l e vel of the dome.tic i ~ ~.re.t rate , 
r.sulting from un.xp.cted shock., can be determin'd, in this model, on the ba.ia 
of , nitial adjuatmene . ~n the money mark.t. In thoae c.... i n which, 
e~-hypoth •• i., n.ither the level of the nominal .upply of money nor the level of 
ita deflator are altered by an initial shOCk, the adjustment in this market must 
occur through compenaating movement. of the argumente of the d.mand f~r money. 
The.e ar9\lment. are the level. of the net .tock of privately held f i nanc:ial 
a ••• t. and ot the dom •• tic intereat rate . 

Initial positive wealth effecta in the demand for money, occurring b.cauae ot 
a downward- jump in the exchange rate impli •• that this latter variable must b. 
expect.d tc ~ove toward. it. pr.-di.turbance l.vel. That ia, an expect.d exchange 
rate d.prec4ation must b. the counterpart of the increase in dome.tic int.rest 
rate which clsars the mon.y market . On the other hand, an initial decline in the 
level of the dome.tic inter.at rate - a •• ociated with an expect'd 'xchang' rate 
appr.ciation can occur along ~ ith an impact .xchange appreciation . This ca.e can 
happen when an increa.e of pr1vate expenditure is accompanied by an initial 
,xceee supply of mon.y. 

In our model the real l.v .. l ot the net .tock of privat.ly h.ld tinancial a,.et. 
at an initial peint of the traver.e to a new long-run equilibrium can differ from 
ita pre-di.turbance level. This ia sO b.cau.e part of this .tock i. denominated 
in foreign- currency and the exchange rate exhibit. an initial di,erete 
movement . 17 Thi. character1stic enable. us to analyse the ca.e in which an 
exc •••• uppl'y of mon.y 18 a •• ociat.d with a decline 1n the r.al level of the net 
Btock of privately held f i nancial a •• et., becau.e the private .ector i. a n., t 
debtor in · foreign curr.ncy. We BUgg •• t, how.ver ; that the results can be 
g.neralized by relaxing our a,.umptions of no capital gains and lo •••• on 
non-monetary as.et. due to variation. in the dome.tic level of intere.t rate or 
" I. ,n the price deflactor ot the money supply i. affected 'by exchange rate 
movement •• 

The effect. of initial variation. in the real level of the financial wealth of 
the pr1vate ,ector mu.t be explicitly consider.d not only in the money market, 
but in the good. market a. well. The etf.ct. on the good. market are as.ociated 

17 The revaluation of the pr. ·e d.bt cOlMlitment, aa a chann.l thro" 'h 
which t he exchange rate influence. the .~itial level of GDP has been investigated 
by '·,,,nkel and Ruin (1987). 
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with wealth effects on private expenditure. Aa it i8 repreaented in (4), changes 
in the real level of wealth have two effect8 on private expenditure, one direct 
and the other indirect via induced movements in interest rates . In order to 
establish which of them dominates, we rely on one of the conditions for the long
run equilibri,ua of the model to have the required saddle-point characteristics. 
This condition •• pecified as (25) can be expressed aa: 

(2501, 

As it has already been discussed. an initial increase in the real level of the 
net stock of privately held financial a.set. induces. via adjustments in the 
money market, an iocre ••• in the level ot the dom •• t1c intereat rate. w. 
interpret ate condition (25&) aa implying that the direct expenditure-inducing 
wealth effect on private expenditure must not be outweighed by the 
expenditure- reducing intereat rate effect. 

An initial . exchange rate appreciation can ocurr in our model even when the 
private sector is a net debtor. For this ca.e to happen, the following situation 
must occur in the gOOds market: An autonomously determinied increa.e of private 
sector expenditure, C·, must be of an amount which is greatar than the sum of the 
abaolute value of two expenditure raducinq aftects - so .e to have a current 
account deficit: the induced negative net stock effect, which follows because 
condition (25a, is postulated to hold, and the initial fi.cal contraction which 
follow. from the as.umed behaviour stated in (6). When the private sector is a 
net creditor in foreign currency the induced positive wealth effect will be 
positive, thereby requiring an autonomously determined private expenditure of 
a reduced magnitud to lsad to this result . = 

III.3 A non-monotonic sony,rg.ne. path, 

In the previous section we analised the characteristics of the long-run 
equilibrium Of our model. we concluded that the long-run relationship between 
changes in the le~ of dome.tic public indebtedness, (b+h), and in the real 
levels of exchange rate, e, was negative. ' 

In a model with forward- looking expectations like ours, this has the following 
implication: when agent. foresee that, a. a result of the future u.e of fiscal 
inetruments, a long-run decrease in the level of domestic public indebtedne.s 
will occur, they expect, along with this result, that the long-run real exchange 
rate level will result appreciated with respect to its pre-disturbance level. 

When this long-run implication is considered aa part of case with a short-run 
caee in which private sector dissaving more than compensates public sector 
Baving., the followinq qua.tion arise., becau.e of the initial exchange rate 
appreciation a •• ociated to the current account deficit which this short-run 
scenariO implies. 

How can a short and long-run real exchange rate appreciation be po •• ibla, 
given the constraint requiring long-run variation. in intereet earnings on 
foreign a •• ets, re.ulting fro", a difterent net foreign a •• et positon of the 
economy- to be matched with net exports at a poat- disturbance steady statal 
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Our model highlights the Lmplication. that this ~eation has for the 
relationahip between initial, transitional and steady-state - ~tion. in the 
lavel and composition on the net stock of privat ely held fin~ _._ ~l a.seta, a. 
wall aa for the trayectory of the exchange rate toward. it. naw steady-state. 

The answer t o this question ia that the traysctory of the exchange rate must 
be such as to 80,-le the affecta due to the initial sequence of current account 
deficits to ce more than compenaated by thoae of a sequence of current account 
surplus, which is going to be followed by final sequence of current account 
deficits . The dynamic characteriatics of this trayectory rules-out a monotonic 
convergence path for the real axchang.- -~te to its new long- run equilibria . 

The reason for this cyclical or nOn-r.le. · ':onic behaviour is the ,lowing one: 

on the one hand, we have that, whenever the real axchange rate ia below its 
pra-disturbance lavel (i.e. appreciated), the current account ia in deficit and, 
consequently, a reduction in the level of foreign assets held by the private 
sector take. place. Thia is illu.trated in figure 3. On the other hand, since 
a long-run exchange rate appreCiation is a •• ociated to a net level of foreign 
as.eta at the new steady-state re.ulting higher than at ita pre-disturbance 
situation, there mu.t nec: •••• c.i..ly be an . '. '? -'t.ual rever.ai of the movement in the 
l evel of foreign ae.ets during the tran. co.jn to the long- run (point £ in f i gure 
3). This reveraal muet also occur in the -: ' al level of the net stock o f private l y 
held financial aaaete when the value cr p in (18) is negative. That is, when 
aa.eta are clo.e of perfect subatituteE. 

For the.e rever.ala to ocurr, the convergence path of the real exchange rate 
muat ~ e non-~onotonic Thereby enabling change. in the level of foreign •••• t. 
owing to a sequence of current account aurplu. to .b. larger than the ab.o l ut e 
value of the chanqe in a •• ets owing to current account defieit.. The non
monotonic behaviour of the exchange rate i. illu.trated in fi~uree 2 and l . 

On impact, due to the forward-looking expectatione, the exchange rate 'Xh l D lt l 

a discrete downward movement from point A to pOint B aa a result of the .hoc • . 
The do~~etic level of interest aju"ts a. well so a. to clear ~he money marklt An d 
enabl. )rtfolio adjultment. de. ired by agent. which fore.ee the tran.itory and 
long-run effects ot the shock . 

With this initial level of (appreciated) exchange rate, there i. a current 
aecount deficit reflecting short run private dis.aving" more than compensating 
public .ector saving.. Incipient capit a l inflowe finance the di •• avinga of 
private .ector which dO not have al a counterpart .aving. of the public 'ector. 
Thi. discrepancy corre'ponda to the current account deficit and to the initiai 
capital account aurplue . 

It must be pointed- out that t~e initial .hock to the .Yltem can be either an 
unforseen event or only the "new." of it. future occurence. 18 In both caae. the 

1'In the ca.e of "new." that the shock" will occur in the future, the 
initial jump of the exchange rate would not be to the "addle- path trajectory . i t 
would mly be at a point in th1. path when the shock actualy take. place . Cfr. 
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exchange rate exhibits a 
discrete movemenc. 

As time elapses and an 
initial series of c~rrent 

account deficits reduces the 
net foreign asset position of 
the private sector from 1, 
t o lz. the total level of 
private sector financial 
wealth is diminished from F, 
to Fz. This private 
decumulation is not only 
caused by current account 
deficits, but also by the 
fiscal surplus which occurrs 
simultaneusly with the 
private sector dissaving, 

Along with the reduction in 
t he leve 1 of the financ ial 
wealth of the private sector 
its disposab le incom.e 
diminishes too . At some 
point, its expenditure is 
adjusted downward in line 
with the lower levels of 
disposable income and of 
financial wealth \ .Thi' • .. 
induced behaviour "' implies ' 

1 

: 

that the private sector Figure 2 
eventualy becomes a net 
saver. This behaviour can 
also be seen as the counterpart of a desire by the private seCtor to increase the 
level of its financial weelth in order to achieve a targeted stock-flow ratio. 

For this increase in privately held financial wealth to be possible. the current 
account deficit must turn into a surplus . 

At some point of the trajectory the level of foreign assets stops falling and 
starts to increase. Here the exchange rate has not only return to its 
pre-disturbance level, eo' but, is already above it. This is so because a 
depreciation with respect to the pre-disturbance level is required in order to 
induce a current account surplus. 

With a current account surplus the net stock of foreign assets held by the 
private s~ctor increases. These surplus are required not only to make the higher 
levels of wealth by the privete sector possible . There is an additional reason 
as well. Namely, to make the long-run exchange rate appreciation possible. This 

Wilson (1979). 
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appreciation cannot ocurr - as s t ated 
by our equation ( 12a ) , unless the flow 
of i nterest earnings from forei gn 
assets i s higher than its pre 
disturbance equilibrium level , Notice , 
t hat t his will happen only iE t he 
e ffects of initial sequence of current 
account defic its ) f ' he dynamic 
t rajectory lS more than compensated by 
t hose of the sequence of current 
account surpluses, When this happens, 
t he new steady- state level of foreign 
assets, L ~ n figure 2, would be to 
the right -of the initial level, 

At the new steady -state , point C in 
t he diagram, the exchange rate 
achieves a level which implies an 
appreciation wi:oh .espect to i ts 
pre -disturbance l evel - point A - and, 
i n this case, a depreciation with Figura 3 
respect t o point B - the initial point 

A. 

of t he traverse t o a new long-run equilibrium, That: is, there 
overshoot i ng of t he permanent exchange rate appreciation induced 
run private expansion and fiscal actions, 

is an i nitial 
by a the short ' 

A point we wish t o emphasize is that exchange rate models with forward-looking ' 
characteristics, such as the one deployed in this paper , must: exhibit saddle 
point stability , This implies that one root of'- the dynamic system must be 
unstable, being tl-_ . ther ones the relevant roots ' dete'rinining the dynamics of t he 
system when the shocks have ocurred. Hence for a non -monotonic behav iour of t he 
exhange rate - such -as the one represented in figure -2'- not to be 'unadvertentedi.y 
excluded from a mOdel, the following is a necessary condition : 

I t muse have at lease three dynamic equations , Thereby enabling the captur ing 
of cyclical movements of ehe exchange rate by means of ehe ewo stable roots which 
determine ehe dynamiC trajectory of the system, The work presented here helps to 
make progress in this dlrecelon, since most analytical models addresing t he 
problem of exchange rate behaviour do not fulfill this condition. 
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APPENDIX 
Analysis of th e Dynamic Properties of the System Matrix. 

The dynam ic structure of our model can be represented by : 

Where: 

and: 

[ 

dl / de 1 
dF/dt -A F 

de/dt e 

r;-1.(p,+6) -l.(p,+(H.lH,) -61 

A- all au 

-p,-6 - (p,+H./H,) J +6 

6 ~ [p,+(l / H,) 1 a 

(Xq-Zq) +1.[r;-1.(p,+6) I 
"" -1.(p,.6) 

"21 - (l-CN)r; - l.(l-C) (p,-6) -(C,a/H,) 
a" . c, (H.I H,) - C. - I o (l-c.) [p,+ (H.I H, ) +6J + (C,a/ H,) 

",,-I.[(l-CN)r;-lo(l-C) (p,+6)J -1.(C,a/H,) 

The first differential equation of the system is given by the balance of 
payments re1ationship .- i.e . (12). Using (14) to substitute for (de/dt)/e we get : 

~~. (r; - lop,) l - lo(p,+(H.lH,) 1 F+l<Xq-Zq) +l.[r;-lop,Jle+lo [ (l/H,) +p,Jh (27) 

A second differential equation is the one determining the variations in the 
real level of the net stock of privately held financial assets. This is our 
equation (13), which after substituting for (de/dt)/e, e" and p by means of (14), 
(1) and (10)- becomeaf 

de - [(i - CN) r; -lo(l-C.) P,J 1 +{C, (H.lH,) -C.-

[lo(l - C.)] ([p,+(H.lH,)}F+lo[(l-CN) r;-lo(l-Cv!p,] e
{lo(1-C.1 [p,+(l/HrIJ -(Cr/Hr)}h 

(28) 

Our third differentIal equation is given by equation (14) in the text , which 
determines the behaviour of the exchange rate on the basis of the clearing of the 
money market . 

We linearlse (de/dt)/e by (de/dt) /e. and for convenience postulate the 
pre -disturbance level of the real exchange rate, eo' equal to one. In addition, 
the following relationship - which holds at any point in time because of the 
postulated financing behaviour of the public sector , as represented by (15):19 -
is being used: .. 

Requirements for the steady-state equilibrium to be a saddle- poInt 

19 Notice that the corresponding time subscripts of h, b, 1 and e, to 
indicate points of the trajectory, have been ommited for simplicity . 
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h=O [(F-(l-loe) J (29) 

Due to rational expectations about the exchange rate movements, the long-run 
equilibrium of the model must have saddle-point properties to ensure that, a ft er 
an initial Jump, the system will converge -. a nelol l ong-run equilibl" .:n. 
Therefore. this three differential-equations system requires tlolO stable root ·, r 
its l ong-run equilibrium to have saddle -point properties . That is , It must ve 
only one unstable root . 

A . positive value f or the determinant of matrix A is one of the necessary 
conditions for the s ystem to have only one unstable root . 20 A positive sign for 
the dete r :: i nant of A is not sufficient to rule-out the case of three unstable 
(positive) roots. We must therefore consider complementa,y procedures based on 
a negative sign of the trace of A and on the sign of the sum of the determinants 
of its three 2x2 minors. 

Conditions under which the steady-state equilibrium of the system has 
saddle-paine properties. 

It can be demonstrated that the follololing is a necessary and sufficient 
condition to ensure that the determinant of matrix A has a positive sign : 

Arranging terms this inequality can be r~-expressed by: 
- (H.+H,p,) < [H,p, / (l-CN) r 0 ) J [C.-C, (H,j H, ) J 

(30) 

(30a) 

Condition (19) presented in section 1II.2 of the text ensures that the saddle
point stability condition (30a) holds, for those cases in which imperfect assets 
mobility is not strong , as it is represented by (21) in section 111.3 . 

If the sign of the determinant of matrix A is positive, then a sufficient but 
not necessary condition for one unstable root is its trace having a negative 
, ign . The condition for the trace of A to have a negaolve sign is given by: 

(31) 

This requirement can alternatively be represented by: 

r;+C,(H,jH,) -C~< lo(p,+p,) +lo(p,-Cvp,) +lo(l-Cv) (H,jH,) (31a) 

Hence, when the initial value of assets denominated in foreign currency, 
1

0
, is zero the trace will have a negative sign if the following condition. holds: 
Since the value of -P, has a larger value than P2 , we can infer infer tlolO 

20 This statemeno follows because the product of the roots of the system has 
the same sign of the determinant of this matrix. 
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(32) 

additional propositions : a) when the initi al value of assets denominated in 
forei gn currency has a negative value , ( 32) is a sufficient, but not necessary 
condition f or t he trace t o have a negative sign . b) with this criterion the 
possibility of three unstable roots cannot be rejected in those cases in which 
t he initial level of foreign assets is positive . 

Notice that a negative trace is a sufficient but not necessary requirement for 
only one unstable root . Hence, if it is not fulfilled it does not preclude the 
use of other complementary conditions . Therefore , we can turn to the third 
criterion mentioned above. 

This last criterion , based on the sum of the determinants of the 2x2 
pri ~c ipal minors of matrix A, allows us to discard the possibility of three 
uns r .lble roots in those ' cases in which the parameter C. is greater than the 
product ' of Cr (H./Hr). That is, in those cases in which wealth effects dominate 
over interest rate effects, in both consumption and demand for money, viz . 
C./ H.>Cr/ H, . 

A negative value of the determinant of A is a necessary condition for the 
long-run of the model to be a saddle-point . As it. can be seen from the condition 
which determines whether this would be the case - (30a) , when a ceteris paribus 
increase in privately held financial assets induces a reduction in the demand for 
money - i. e. when (H. + HrP~) < 0 - the determinant of A will not have the 
required sign unless the following condition holqs: . .. 

(33) 

As just mentioned, the. fulfilment of this inequality) is also required to 
guarantee the sufficient condition·· for only one unstable root when the 
combination of parameters given by (H. + HrPz) is either positive or zero and the 
initial level of foreign assets is either zero or negative, but small. 
Interpretation of the Saddle-point Stability Conditions 
A priori restrictions based on theoretically sound arguments can be used to 

establish that side conditions -such as our inequality (33)- must hold. Z1 The 
explicit inclusion of the money market as one of the components of the model, 
together with its consistent stock-flow equilibrium in the long - run, enable us 
to posit that a parameter C. smaller than the absolute value of Cr<H./ Hr) is 
incompatible with the following requirement : 

(C.3a) 

This inequality implies that, if a shock to the long-run equilibrium of the 

Z1 Notice that (C.l) indicates that the trace can have a negative sign even 
if Cw - Cr<H./Hr) has negative value, provided that the pre -disturbance level of 
foreign assets is large and negative. In turn , as stated by (30a) , when the 
combination of parameters given by the sum of H. and H,P2 is positive the 
determinant of A could still have a positive sign even if (33) does not hold . 
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system produces a ceteris paribus increase in the level of the domestic interest 
rate, this increase must induce a decline in the demand for money. 

In order to interpret the requirement for saddle-point stability represented 
by (33) in terms of its implications for the flow relationships of the mOdel , two 
issues must be considered. 

On the one hand, t he exp licit inclusion of the money market equilibrium 
condition in our model implies that the equilib r ium changes in the level of the 
domestic interest rate must be compatible with the clearing process in this 
market. Hence, a ceteri s paribus change in the level of government bonds,b, 
induces a variation in the l evel of the interest rate which is determined by 
- (Hw/Hr)b. 

On the other hand, in this model a ceteris paribus increase in the level 
of government bonds increases the net wealth of the private sector . This implies 
that an increase in the level of government bonds induces a positive response of 
the level of consumption due to a wealth effect determined by the parameter Cwo 

The variation in the level of consumption due to a change in the level of 
government bonds will be determined by two effects . One due to a change in the 
leve 1 of wealth, the other to a change in the level of the interest rate. 
Therefore, (33) can be interpreted as a condition which states that as the level 
of government bonds increases, the level of private consumption must increase. 

In general, the requirement represented by (33) can be considered to imply 
that, if due to an initial increase in the real level of the net stock of 
privately held financial assets the domestic interest rate increases, the level 
of priVate expenditure must increase as well because the expenditure-inducing 
wealth effect must not be outweighed by the expenditure-reducing interest rate 
effect. 

When this requirement is not fulfilled and the combination of parameters 
given by (Hw + HrPZ) is negative, the model is completely unstable. A shock to 
the system -or news of its future occurrence- would imply an explosive path for 
the endogenous variables. 

On the other hand, (33) has the following implication. A fiscal deficit 
occurring simultaneously with a current account surplus increases the level of 
the net stock of privately held financial assets . This increase in financial 
wealth induces a higher level of private expenditure. However, if (33) does not 
hold, a fall in private expenditure could be induced. This fall in private 
expenditure could lead to a larger size of the fiscal deficit and of current 
account surplus which would cause an even larger increase in the level of 
government bonds and of foreign assets. This, in turn. would induce a further 
fall in priVate expenditure. This process could go on in an unending explosive 
process. 
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